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January 24,2022 
 
Mrs. Anne-Marie Habyalimana 
Coordinator/Pastoral Services 
Université Saint-Paul 
223, Main Street 
Ottawa (Ontario) K1S 1C4 
 
 
OBJECT: The Feast of the Conversion of Saint Paul the Apostle 
 
 
Message to all the members of Saint Paul University community, 
 
The present rampant pandemic, Covid-19, which has been a worldwide affliction of pain, 
loss, anxiety, and grief during these past two years, has proven for many people to be an 
opportunity to slow down and review life with a renewed eye. So, it has been for me. It has 
allowed me more prayerful pondering of things Oblate, especially the missionary 
partnership between Notre-Dame-du-Cap province of the Oblates, and one of its family of 
works, Saint Paul University.  
 
When I look on the image of Saint Paul, I see a very apt role model, in facing the challenge 
of the present and future of the University community. He was a man, who in his life time, 
came to know the many faces of change: famous moments of radical change in his own 
life (Gal 1-2); the rupture in Jewish society as the first cells of a new social/religious entity, 
soon to be called Christian (Acts 11,26), was born; his leadership at the birth of 
communities among the Gentiles, well known among the titles of his epistles; his role at 
the first Jerusalem council of the followers of Jesus (Acts 15); his articulation of the 
elements of a synodal church for the Corinthians ( I Cor 12). 
 
The Covid « sabbatical » convinced me to speak more personally, inspired by the example 
of Saint Paul. As St Paul saw the Corinthians « burdened » with an abundance of gifts, I 
am committed to see every member of the University community as the bearers of many 
gifts, individually, for the life and mission of the community.  And I am inspired to make my 
own the words of Paul to the Thessalonians (1 Thess 1, 2): We always give thanks to God 
for all of you and mention you in our prayers, constantly remembering before our God and 
Father your work of faith and labour of love and steadfastness of hope in our Lord Jesus 
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Christ. So too, for you one and all, members of the university community, I give thanks to 
God.  
 
For Rector, Chantal Beauvais,  Executive team and Board members, I am grateful for your 
vision, prudence, daring and courage, in keeping the University on a steady course 
through wave after wave of pandemic challenges; for the entire academic and professional 
faculty, whose excellence is known far and wide, you who face everyday a whole new 
world of education shaped by on-line teaching and learning; for the support staff (I think 
St Paul would be enchanted by your multitude of gifts, and your skill sets), who keep the 
infra-structure, the services,  the IT linkage to the whole world classroom, smoothly 
running; not to mention your front row line of service offering hospitality to everyone who 
walks through our doors. For you closest to my heart, the life blood of the University, the 
students past and present and all volunteers and patrons, I give thanks to God. 
 
I say a special thanks for my confreres, Oblate, who from 1848 have sustained the life and 
mission of the University, many of whom have their names enshrined on the early buildings 
at the University of Ottawa, and here at Saint Paul - Guigues and Laframboise. There was 
a time when |Oblates were visible and full partners in the mission of the University. In the 
sixties the face of change in education became breathtaking. University education became 
more and more accessible; what was once a Catholic and clerical undertaking, blossomed 
into an international and multi-cultural community of learners. St Paul would be so proud 
of our university community. 
 
Now I share some Oblate dreams for the future mission of the University. Firstly, to 
promote a dialogue where the University can count on the transparent and unalloyed 
commitment of Oblates, and of the Oblate congregation, to the mission of the University; 
where the Oblates can count on the University as a unique source of empowerment for 
our mission, through excellent university education. All of the present programs bear well 
the thrust of Oblate service in Canadian society, with special attention to the needs of the 
poor and most abandoned. Since the University=s origins, its Oblate mission met evolving 
needs among the Catholic faithful, among the faithful of other churches and religions, 
among all learners and seekers of deeper spiritual meaning. We dream of an Oblate voice 
that is prophetic, ecumenical, friendly, the voice of co-learners.  
 
Secondly, we dream that the University will educate us in dealing with our role and place 
in Canadian history; helping us to listen to all voices, particularly, at this time, to the voices 
of First Nations in a common search for peace and reconciliation: helping us to learn from 
First Nations= culture, education and spiritual experience; helping us to listen to 
newcomers to Canada, who seek fellowship in their dreams for hospitality, freedom, and 
life, in becoming Canadian.  

Thirdly, we feel the need to renew the partnership between the University and all who 
share the service of authority in the Catholic church: with a Catholic church that embraces 
the service of synodal leadership; with the leadership of other communities of faith and 
religion, bringing to peoples= experience of faith and spirituality the service of what 
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universities do best, developing the power of scientific research, of critical and shared 
thinking.  

I think of St. Paul in his debates in the market place of Athens (Acts 17); he would share 
our dreams; so would Pope Francis who would add a reminder that dreams cannot remain 
dreams, they need transforming action; so would the great Saint John Paul II. He might 
address us in Latin, duc in altum (Luke 5,3 - cast into the deep) and urge us to embrace 
his mantra, be not afraid!  
 
And so we give thanks.  

 

Luc Tardif, o.m.i. 
Provincial    
Notre-Dame-du-Cap Province 

 
 


